BURST TRANSCRANIAL MAGNETIC STIMULATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF TINNITUS

To the Editor:

We read with interest the report “Theta Burst Stimulation in the Treatment of Incapacitating Tinnitus Accompanied by Severe Depression,” by Seokadar and colleagues. The authors describe the successful use of theta burst transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) of the temporoparietal cortex for the treatment of severe tinnitus. Here, we present a similar case and discuss available evidence for superiority of burst TMS in the treatment of tinnitus.

Single sessions of repetitive TMS (rTMS) over the temporal and temporoparietal cortex have been demonstrated to reduce tinnitus perception transiently. This effect has been observed both for high frequency rTMS and for low-frequency rTMS. By investigating a large sample, de Ridder and colleagues demonstrated that the optimal stimulation parameters for tinnitus suppression depend on clinical characteristics such as tinnitus duration. Perceptual characteristics of tinnitus also seem to play a role, since in patients with narrow band noise and white noise like tinnitus burst, TMS was superior to tonic TMS, whereas tonic and burst TMS were equally effective in patients with pure tone tinnitus. A recent study investigated systematically the effects of continuous, intermediate, or intermittent theta burst protocols. Approximately half of the patients reported a slight attenuation of tinnitus, but in the group analysis there was no significant difference between the different protocols. Taken together, the available data indicate that a large variety of different rTMS protocols interfere with tinnitus perception, but no specific protocol is clearly superior to others. This may also account for the effects of repeated sessions of rTMS, which are performed for the treatment of tinnitus. Repeated sessions of rTMS have been mainly performed with low frequency rTMS, since this intervention is assumed to reduce focal hyperactivity. However, a recent study has shown that high frequency rTMS with 10 Hz and 25 Hz are at least as effective as low frequency rTMS. This finding that clinical effects seem to be independent of rTMS frequency has resulted in the assumption that the therapeutic effect of rTMS might be mainly due to the interruption of tinnitus related neuronal activity in the auditory cortex. Nevertheless, the differential response to specific protocols in individual patients may reflect that there are different forms of tinnitus, which differ in their pathophysiology and, accordingly, in their response to specific therapeutic interventions.

For this reason we tested a variety of different rTMS protocols in a patient who had undergone previously 10 sessions of 1 Hz rTMS with limited success. After identifying the protocol which resulted in best transient tinnitus suppression, we applied this protocol in 10 further sessions and compared results with the standard treatment of 1 Hz rTMS.

The 61-year-old man presented with unilateral high-pitched narrow band tinnitus on the right side, which had started 2 years before. Tinnitus severity was moderate with a score of 24 in the tinnitus questionnaire. Tinnitus loudness was rated as 6 on a numeric rating scale ranging from 0–10. Microscopic examination of the ear was normal. Pure tone audiometry was normal with 50 Hz–8 kHz: <26dB HL, on the right side there was a sloping audiogram with normal hearing until 1 kHz and 30 dB HL at 8 kHz. Pitch matching revealed a tinnitus frequency around 8 kHz.

Treatment with noise generators resulted in some relief during the day. However, the patient complained of disturbing tinnitus-related insomnia. A fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission topography scan demonstrated increased FDG uptake in the left auditory cortex (Figure 1). Ten sessions of navigated rTMS over this area (1 Hz, 110% MT, 2000 stimuli; Medtronic MagPro Option) resulted in reduction of the patient’s tinnitus severity, as reflected by the tinnitus questionnaire (TQ) of Goebel and Hiller and the subjective clinical global impression score (Figure 2). However, during the following weeks tinnitus increased again and returned to baseline level 11 weeks after the end of rTMS treatment. At that time, different rTMS protocols were tested for immediate effects on tinnitus (5 Hz tonic; 10 Hz tonic; 20 Hz tonic each 100 stimuli; 5 Hz burst, 100 bursts consisting of 3 stimuli with a frequency of 50 Hz (continuous theta burst); 10 Hz burst, 100 bursts consisting of 3 stimuli with a frequency of 100 Hz; 20 Hz burst, 100 bursts consisting of 5 stimuli with a frequency of 500 Hz). Treatment with 20 Hz burst rTMS resulted in transient tinnitus reduction of 65%, whereas sham rTMS did not influence tinnitus. Twenty Hz burst TMS was then applied for 2 weeks with five treatment sessions per week (2,000 bursts/day, 40 trains with 50 bursts and an intertrain interval of 25 seconds).

After 10 days of treatment the effect of the burst stimulation protocol was of similar magnitude to the standard treatment with 1 Hz. However, the effect was more stable over the follow-up period (Figure 2). Improvement on the TQ between days 90 and 100 may reflect an anticipation effect, since at day 90 the test stimulation with different stimulation protocols was performed and the decision was made to perform a second rTMS treatment series.

FIGURE 1. FDG PET had been performed before treatment

The area of hypermetabolic activity in the temporal cortex was chosen as a target for TMS treatment. The transversal slice through the temporal brain region shows unilaterally increased metabolic activity in projection to the left auditory cortex. FDG=[18F] deoxyglucose; PET=positron emission topography; TMS=transcranial magnetic stimulation.


FIGURE 2. Change of tinnitus after 10 days of 1 Hz tonic rTMS to the left temporal cortex and after 10 days of 20 Hz burst rTMS to the left temporal cortex

rTMS=repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation; TQ=Tinnitus Questionnaire; CGI=Clinical Global Impression-Change.

CGI: 4=no change; 3=slightly better; 2=much better.

This case of a patient who experienced similar treatment effects of a standard protocol of 1 Hz tonic rTMS and an individualized protocol of 20 Hz burst rTMS further supports the notion that rTMS treatment effects do not primarily depend on the stimulation frequency. The longer-lasting treatment effects after the second treatment series may suggest superiority of the 20 Hz burst protocol, which was chosen since it was most effective for transient tinnitus reduction. An alternative explanation for the longer lasting treatment effects of the second treatment may be that repeated sessions of rTMS result in longer-lasting treatment effects independently from the stimulation frequency.\textsuperscript{1,6} Hence, the observed reduction of tinnitus after continuous theta burst TMS in the case presented by Soekadar and colleagues\textsuperscript{7} might also have occurred with another stimulation frequency.

Head-to-head comparison studies with large sample sizes will enable us to answer the question of whether specific rTMS treatment protocols are superior to others and whether individual testing for the most efficient stimulation frequency can increase treatment efficacy. A further approach is the assessment of the effects of the different protocols on neuronal function by electrophysiologic or imaging methods.

Sincerely,

Elmar Frank, MD
Michael Landgrebe, MD
Tobias Kleinjung, MD
Göran Hajak, MD
Berthold Langguth, MD
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Response from the Author:

We thank Dr. Frank and colleagues for their comment on our case\textsuperscript{7} and their own interesting case report. We agree with the authors’ conclusion that repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) treatment effects are not primarily depending on the stimulation frequency, which is consistent with our findings implying that in addition to low- and high-frequency rTMS, theta burst stimulation might also have an ameliorating effect on tinnitus. However, we would like to comment on some methodological and neurophysiological aspects concerning the case report and its discussion.

First, transient modulation of tinnitus loudness has been reliably demonstrated by means of different rTMS paradigms inducing short-term interference with,\textsuperscript{2,4} or attenuation of cortical activity. These findings have proven the functional relevance of temporoparietal cortical areas for the pathophysiology of tinnitus. However, the effectiveness and clinical relevance of repeated sessions of rTMS targeting this area is still under debate and lacks robust data.\textsuperscript{4} Furthermore, the mechanism underlying this intended therapeutic effect is not clear. The therapeutic value, however, has to be demonstrated in larger randomized controlled trials, preferably on the basis of a well-defined pathophysiological model.\textsuperscript{14} Frank and colleagues have observed a significant immediate effect (68% reduction) of 20 Hz burst stimulation. Based on this finding, they decided to treat their patient using these parameters. However, the predictive value of immediate transient effects is unknown. Most likely, these “virtual lesion effects” are based on interference with ongoing cortical activity. In contrast, the long-term therapeutic efficacy is presumably mediated by fundamentally different processes. Accordingly, the therapeutic outcome is much smaller than the reported immediate reduction of tinnitus.

Second, low-frequency rTMS and theta burst stimulation both aim for a reduction of cortical hyperactivity associated with tinnitus perception. Based on this mechanistic model of rTMS action, various frequencies resulting in a decrease of cortical excitability are suitable to reduce tinnitus perception. However, it is important to account for the specific stimulation parameters used in the treatment of the patient reported here. In contrast to the well-known 1 Hz rTMS and continuous theta burst stimulation, in this case 500 Hz rTMS applied at a burst frequency of 20Hz was used. The neurophysiological implications of this kind of stimulation are yet unknown. Therefore, conclusions about mechanism in respect of tinnitus reduction cannot be drawn. Although it is interesting that these stimulation parameters reduce tinnitus distress by ~15% (3 points of the Tinnitus Questionnaire (TQ)), the potential therapeutic effect of other stimulation parameters are unknown. It appears that the numerous possible combinations of stimulation parameters require a rational approach based on well-defined pathophysiological models.

Finally, the authors attribute the tinnitus improvement of 3 points TQ prior to the start of the 20 Hz treatment (days 90 to 100) to an “anticipation effect.” If so, this nonspecific influence has to be also considered a cause for the reduction of further 3 points after 5 days of 20 Hz treatment, pointing toward a placebo-like effect.

In summary, we agree with the authors’ conclusion that the observed reduction of tinnitus after continuous theta burst stimulation presented in our case\textsuperscript{7} might also have occurred at another stimulation frequency. However, we do not agree that Frank and colleagues present evidence for the notion that particularly 20 Hz burst treatment was superior to 1 Hz rTMS in the reported case and that individual pre-screening of stimulation frequencies provides relevant information on subsequent treatment response. The effect size of 1 Hz rTMS and 20 Hz burst...
Letters

LAMOTRIGINE-ASSOCIATED DEPERSONALIZATION SYMPTOMS

To the Editor:

Lamotrigine has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of epilepsy and for the maintenance phase of bipolar disorder. The most common adverse events described with the use of lamotrigine are severe skin reactions, insomnia, headache, dizziness, and ataxia.

In the prescribing information presented to the FDA, depersonalization symptoms are an infrequent form of adverse reaction.1 According to lamotrigine prescribing information, the precise mechanism of action is unknown. In vitro studies suggest that it stabilizes neuronal membranes by blocking sodium channels and consequently modulating presynaptic transmitter release of excitatory amino acids like Glutamate.1 Some data on in vitro and in vivo research may support the hypothesis of lamotrigine glutamate modulation.2,3 It has been shown that depersonalization-related phenomena may be produced by glutamate hyperactivity, and there are reports that lamotrigine can ameliorate these symptoms.4,5 In accordance with this hypothesis, we describe paradoxical depersonalization symptoms that were likely induced by lamotrigine.

A 54-year-old man consulted his doctor due to the recurrence of depression symptoms in a context of a bipolar II disorder. He was started on quetiapine 25 mg/day and gradually titrated to 150 mg/day. After 1 month of treatment the patient remained with residual depressive symptoms. Lamotrigine 25 mg/day was added and titrated to 200 mg/day in 1 month. With this pharmacologic treatment the patient achieved euthymia.

Fifteen days after the 200 mg/day lamotrigine regimen, the patient described a sudden perception of “out of body experience” with a length of no more than 5 seconds. He then alternated symptoms of perception of being much taller than usual, changes in his voice tone, and the perception of “sinking” on the floor while he was walking. According to the patient, these symptoms appeared no more than one or two times a day, and lasted 5–10 seconds, within a context of clear sensorium. Due to patient complaints, the dosage of lamotrigine was gradually reduced. After lamotrigine reduction the frequency and intensity of depersonalization decreased, and disappeared with lamotrigine suspension. The patient continued with a pharmacologic regimen of quetiapine 150 mg/day and valproate 250 mg/day without depersonalization symptoms.

After checking patient medical records, it was found that the patient had taken lamotrigine 7 years ago for almost 1 month. He started with 12.5 mg/day and was titrated up 75 mg/day. The patient did not remember this prescription, but the cause of lamotrigine suspension was due to the emergence of ataxia and depersonalization symptoms.4 In addition to lamotrigine-induced depersonalization symptoms, other explanations for the symptoms in this case have been considered. One explanation for the patient’s symptoms could be the natural emergence of depersonalization symptoms during an acute depressive state. This patient had many depressive phases during the course of his illness, but depersonalization symptoms were only present with the addition of lamotrigine.

This alternative cause to consider is that depersonalization symptoms may be related to quetiapine.6 However, depersonalization symptoms disappeared after lamotrigine suspension despite the continuation of quetiapine. Thus, it is unlikely that quetiapine was a primary cause of this symptom.

Lamotrigine and quetiapine serum levels haven’t been searched, but the patient also had a history of a good compliance and adherence in his >15 years of treatment. It should also be noted that due to the patient’s clinical state, lamotrigine was titrated very quickly in comparison to the recommendations in the medication’s prescribing information.7 This fact may have precipitated the adverse reaction, but the patient also had these symptoms with 75 mg/day titrated in a month.

This case illustrates an infrequent case of depersonalization symptoms that, according to the Naranjo adverse drug reaction estimating scale, is a probable adverse event triggered by lamotrigine (7 points: Q1, 0; Q2, 2; Q3, 1; Q4, 2; Q5, -1; O6, 1; Q7, 0; Q8, 1; Q9, 1; Q10, 0).8

Sincerely,

Francisco Appiani, MD
Brendan T. Carroll, MD
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To the Editor:

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) can lead to significant neurological damage, and is strongly associated with chronic headaches, seizures, cognitive impairment, sleep disorders, and psychiatric disorders. The prevalence of such impairments in TBI patients appears to be quite high, with >20% of patients experiencing at least some neurocognitive deficits that can persist for decades. Over 1 million cases of TBI occur every year and often disable otherwise young and healthy patients, making a significant impact on healthcare as a whole.

The prevalence of certain psychiatric disorders following TBI has been extensively studied, and it is now known that head trauma is associated with substantial increases in depression, anxiety, and personality disorders. Psychosis due to TBI (PDTBI) is another less common psychiatric diagnosis made in patients who exhibit hallucinations or delusions following a significant head injury. This is a difficult diagnosis to make, since the clinician must decide whether the psychosis can be better explained by other psychiatric disorders that may have incidentally occurred in spite of the injury.

Chronic headaches are another common and sometimes disabling complication of TBI, occurring in >30% of patients. Headaches, especially migraines, have been reported to associate with visual, olfactory, gustatory, and auditory hallucinations. Most auditory hallucinations associated with headaches consist of relatively simple perceptions such as tinnitus or hearing loss, while complex hallucinations with discernable voices or other sounds are very rare.

In this report, we present the case of a young male who experienced significant head trauma, and then immediately developed intense daily headaches. Several years later, he developed command auditory hallucinations that occurred exclusively during these headaches.

The patient is a 40-year-old Asian male who was admitted voluntarily to an inpatient psychiatric ward in the Southwest. He complained of hearing command auditory hallucinations during a headache that told him to “get better” by taking an entire bottle of medication. The patient subsequently ingested a bottle of olanzapine tablets, and then called 911 for help.

In 1990 at 21 years of age, the patient was healthy with no medical or psychiatric problems, and no history of psychiatric disease. He was working in a factory and was struck on the left parietotemporal region of the head by a heavy metal bar, which resulted in a skull fracture and loss of consciousness for ~30 minutes. After the accident, the patient began to have severe headaches several times a week that were described as steady bitemporal pain lasting between 30 minutes to 2 hours. The headaches were worse when he had not slept well the night before, which he reports being a particular problem since he also had frequent episodes of primary insomnia following the head injury. He found that sleeping well and taking painkillers usually offers some relief.

Immediately after the accident, the patient began to show some personality changes, burning clothes in his backyard and worrying that he was possessed by a ghost. He also became increasingly suspicious, believing that people at his work were plotting against him. Four years after the initial injury, the patient developed auditory hallucinations which would occur exclusively when he was having a headache. He described the auditory hallucinations as male and female voices that speak to him and give him commands, typically instructing him to do menial tasks such as turning his television on and off repeatedly. At times, however, the voices become more prominent and will instruct him to overdose on medication or break windows so that he can “escape” from his home. These hallucinations occur during almost every headache, and can occur at any time during it.

In 1995, the patient was admitted for the first time to a psychiatric facility for medication overdose secondary to instructions from his command hallucinations. In the following years he had several more psychiatric admissions, each time overdosing on medications such as acetaminophen and antipsychotics after hearing command voices telling him to do so. During each admission, the patient always denied suicidal intent, but felt compelled to obey the commands.

On the present admission, physical examination showed a well-developed Asian male with no superficial evidence of head trauma and no focal neurological deficits (including during headaches). He had a blunted affect but showed no signs of paranoia or active hallucinations, and showed considerable insight into his condition, admitting that the voices were not real and that he needed help for this problem.

The patient showed intact recent and remote memory, with normal concentration. Laboratory analysis showed normal electrolytes, liver function tests, thyroid function, and normal urinalysis with no drugs of abuse. Computed tomography of the head from a prior admission several years prior showed no residual brain or skull injuries; the original skull x-ray films from the accident were not available.

As an outpatient, the patient had been taking olanzapine 10 mg/day. On admission to the inpatient unit, the patient was continued on this, and given trazodone for sleep and a combination of acetaminophen and ibuprofen for headaches. Within 2 days the patient’s sleep improved from 4 hours to 6 hours at night, and he reported less intense hallucinations with significant reduction in hallucinations. He was discharged home on olanzapine 20 mg/day to his family after a 3-day stay.

The patient presented in this report fits the typical profile of a patient suffering from PDTBI. Most patients with PDTBI reported in the literature fit a similar profile to this patient in that they are male, relatively young at the time of injury, suffer from a severe head injury with loss of consciousness, have a several year latency to the first signs of psychosis, and typically present with auditory hallucinations as a positive symptom of psychosis. The unusual characteristic of this case is the strong association between the headaches and the command auditory hallucinations that later followed.

Since the link between head injury and later psychosis is often vague and circumstantial at this point, it will be of interest to determine whether other cases of likely PDTBI similarly have psychotic symptoms related to other neurological complaints that have clearly followed the initial head injury. If such associations can be found in larger studies, it may establish addi-
tional future criteria to help make this difficult diagnosis more certain.

Sincerely,
Jadon Webb, MD, PhD
John Quinn, MD
Arthur Westover, MD
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